
Graduation Guy Version 5 pack             Linda C Kiss, CBA
Directions

32” Foil Head Cost to purchase all bags and foil $38/ no
frame 10- 16” red
10 11” red
50 9” red
64 5” red
2 5” or 9 “yellow
4 red 260’s
Monoline for garland – plus weight Or Ikea pole

Directions: Inflate head with air and seal with a piece of
Stretchy Tape. Securely Attach to an uninflated 260.
Arms: Inflate yellow hand to 4.5 – 5.5”. Attach to
monoline. Add the following clusters in this order
1 inflated to 4,5”; 2 inflated to 3.5”;
5 inflated to 3.0”. *(Make one extra duplet to add to
the end of the arm if you find an empty space after arm is
attached to the body). Make TWO of these!
Body: all 5 pack clusters:
16” red- 2 clusters sized to 10.5” bottom
16” red- 1 clusters sized to 9.5”
11” red- 1 clusters sized to 8.5”
11” red- 1 clusters sized to 7”
9” red- 1 clusters sized to 7”
9” red- 1 clusters sized to 6”
9” red- 1 clusters sized to 5”
5” red 1 cluster sized to 4.5”   Add a 4” cluster to 260 that is tied to the neck’s rig point

Stand “garland body” upright and pull the 260 that is on the head straight down the center of the garland, and
figure 8 at least 2-3 clusters down and lock in place. Add a 260 to end of each arm and twist in between first and
second cluster from the top. Wiggle in place. IF there is a split/space between arm and body, slip a duplet under
the showing 260 and hide the space. Embellishments: Fabric sash placed around the shoulders attached with
Balloon bond or color balloons in a T formation on chest.
Uses of sculpture: Stand-alone for dancing.  Because balloons are undersized… this can be used to carry around
dance floor at a graduation party. For front lawn you can sink a tall piece of conduit in the ground and twist several
of the clusters on to the pole. Indoors – put the sculpture on a base like a Ikea pole/not lamp.

PRICING: Cost is $38 for the product for this sculpture. Inflation time about 1+ hour. Delivery and set up is not
factored in nor is the type of framework because all sales will be different. Foil grad head is available from
Betallic. Professional Tip- use all the same Brand so colors match. Yes, you can use just one bag of 11” for the
body but the walls of the balloons will be thinner at some locations and thicker at others and change the density
of color remember. Pricing starts at $150-$250 depending on your locale. * Ken Stillman program to change
colors in recipe:  https://balloonmaster.com/playground/balloonmaster/airfilled/gradman.html  ** Program to
delete background in your photos for clients: remove.bg   then double click.

https://balloonmaster.com/playground/balloonmaster/airfilled/gradman.html

